
You will learn practical techniques with 
cientific background to...

Dissolve subconscious blockages and open your life 
to positive events!

Engage in a positive & expansive dynamic with money. 

Develop clarity of your life goals and objectives.

Increase your level of consciousness to take 
advantage of your inner potential.

This course consists of ancient techniques from India by 

yogis to increase their ability to achieve the life goals that 

one sets for themselves.

In the last 15 years, scientists have made several 

discoveries that validate these techniques and showed that 

if practiced persistently, people achieve wonderful results 

in a short time.

In this workshop we present the scientific research from recent years 

in a practical way, to learn to dissolve subconscious barriers and 

improve our quality of life while achieving the goals we set.

Conscious Creation
Workshop for Atracting Prosperity

Valencia, Spain

25 - 26
January

Friday to Sunday

2020

*Includes educational materials and certificate issued by DHRIM España. 

DHRIM Foundation, Urbanización El Rodeno, Segart, Valencia, España. Tel +34 660391600, www.dhrim.org

Price Information
Participant

Everyone who is willing to learn and 
practice the techniques provided in the 
workshop.

Regular

€55* 
More Information: 

+34 660 391600
+31 653 265 004

courses@dhrim.org

Workshop Schedule

Starts on a Saturday from 9:00-19:00hrs 
and Sunday from 9:00am until 16:00hrs

Saturday Sunday

9:00am
a 7:00pm

9:00am
a 16:00pm

Event Place
City of Valencia. It will be informed 
venue details upon registration.

thth



Conscious Creation

In 1935, scientists Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen 

proposed an experiment to invalidate the theory of 

quantum physics that two particles could be 

connected no matter how far Einstein's theory of 

Relativity indicated that nothing could be faster than 

the speed of Light. Dr. Aspect (1982) and Dr. Grinberg 

(1994) showed that Einstein was wrong. That there 

really is a connection of everything in the universe.

The same scientist proposed Jhon Wheeler in 1934 

but only recently in the last decade it was proved that 

with our thoughts and DNA we affect this universe and 

therefore we are "co participants" with everything that 

surrounds us since everything is energy and is 

interconnected as a "matrix" named after the scientist 

Max Planck.

In 1992, Dr. Vladimir Poponin discovered that our 

DNA has the ability to affect this universe directly at 

the molecular level unlike inanimate objects. And 

later, in 2004 at the Institute of HearthMath it was 

discovered that the heart has a magnetic energy field 

5000 times stronger than the brain (Rollin McCraty) 

and therefore, everything around us is affected in 

Greatly by the way we think and feel at a conscious 

and unconscious level.

In this workshop we present the scientific advances of 

recent years in a practical way to learn ways to 

improve our quality of life, achieving the goals we set 

for ourselves in life.

The course Conscious Creation workshop 

groups effective techniques of meditation and 

analysis to understand what our true interests 

are and determine or validate our goals in life.

Each of us have desires and goals in life, 

however, not everyone achieves those goals 

that arise for various reasons that are analyzed 

in this course in addition to considering an 

action plan.

This workshop course is a practical guide to 

systematically achieve any goal or objective 

that one poses in life. 7 stages or steps that we 

all follow in the demonstration process are 

analyzed. Practices are carried out in each stage 

applying them to our real life so that at the end of 

the course each participant has a concrete plan 

of action with the idea that if they continue doing 

these activities will have achieved their goals.

The participants of this workshop course take 

the practical knowledge of the most important 

aspects required to manifest what they propose. 

Also, by becoming aware of these aspects, they 

can help other people at work, with family and / 

or friends. This creates the opportunity to help 

other people to realize the obstacles they may be 

experiencing in order to transcend them and 

achieve what they require.

Happiness is achieved when people are directed 

to the activities that truly are what they should 

do according to what they feel is right for them. 

This is often diffused by the lack of meditation 

and the ability to connect with its interior. This 

course helps us strengthen this connection.

Scientific Foundation of 
Conscious Creation Workshop

For more information write to courses@dhrim.org and/or call to (+34) 660391600



You learn to realize the obstacles that you put on yourself unconsciously and thus sabotage the 

activities that could lead you to achieve your goals in life. They are simple techniques to apply 

following the 7 stages that have a lot of logic once you understand how the universe works from the 

scientific point of view. Truly a worthwhile course!

What participants say!

“I learned a lot and I managed to establish 
what I really want to do in this life. I also 
noticed the barriers that I put myself 
without realizing, I was self-sabotage for a 
long time, but no longer!"

Mirtha Jijena
Administrator
Univ. Ismael Saracho

“I realized many negative mental 
programming that I had without knowing 
that I was hindered in what I wanted to 
achieve particularly with my company. I 
wish I had known this before!"

"It is a very beautiful and useful 
course! I wish we were taught this in 
school ... although somehow I 
followed these steps to manifest, I was 
not aware of how complex it is and 
how I can change a situation."

Marcelo Valdéz
Business man

Rosario Guzmán
Business Owner

Workshop benefits

Greater peace and enthusiasm to generate 

changes and / or move forward.

Greater mental clarity regarding the goals and 

activities of life.

Greater concentration or focus on important 

activities.

Creativity and intuition are stimulated 

supporting decision making. 

At the Mental Level The conscious creation workshop provides an 

effective method of manifestation, includes 

meditation techniques and practices to discover 

beliefs that hinder prosperity and free ourselves 

from scarcity leaving the way free to abundance. 

In this course we work with the energy of money 

and how to make money an ally in our life.

The workshop begins by revealing the biggest 

obstacles of the subconscious imposed by 

society that limit our creative capacity. Later the 7 

important stages to be considered are developed 

to achieve the manifestation or creation of what 

we want and that is also in alignment with the 

divinity.

This course uses a constructivist teaching model 

in which people are experiencing the different 

stages of conscious creation according to their 

needs and past experiences in such a way that at 

the end of the course they have a basic map of 

the life they wish to manifest, aligned to the 

energy of love and life.

In this course, people acquire various tools or 

techniques to work with the subconscious as well 

as learn to develop the connection with their 

hearts or divinity in each one of them.

Focus of the Workshop

At the Emotional Level

Improves emotional stability

Increase the state of happiness

Higher level of enthusiasm

A state of greater vitality is generated

For more information write to courses@dhrim.org and/or call to (+34) 660391600
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